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9a/b Gee: GDR – Life after 1961 

(2) Stasi Methods  
- Political opposition was suppressed ruthlessly  
- The Stasi set up a system of surveillance:  

Dissidents were being monitored  
and tried in show trials  

- people were prosecuted for their political beliefs  
- unofficial collaborators spied on people  

they infiltrated and intimidated people who were accused of being dissidents  
Î which resulted in an atmosphere of mistrust and fear  

- information channels such as TV programmes were censored  
 
 

(3) How did the GDR government treat its citizens?  
- In an authoritarian regime there is a state proclaimed ideology, which plays a central 

role in society. For the GDR this was Marxism-Leninism with the ulterior goal of 
achieving an ideal state of a classless society, or generally communism.  

- To accept and believe into this was required of every citizen of the GDR.  
- This came at the cost of losing their personal freedom. As typical for every totalitarian 

regime, the leading political party wanted to not only rule over the people but 
penetrate their beliefs and every aspect of life. Therefore people were forced to not 
only accept but to actively promote the ideology due to its ever constant presence in 
their life and outside pressure. This was achieved through various means, one of them 
being the hierarchic structure of society and the concentration of all powers within 
the leading political party, the SED (Soviet Unity Party of Germany).  

- Furthermore there was rigid censorship going hand in hand with oppression of the 
people via the use of a secret police and an intelligence agency, the Stasi, which 
secretly collected information about the citizen.  
 

(4) Advantages/disadvantages 
 

Individual answers!  

Following aspects should be included:  

Living in the GDR 

advantages  
- living conditions improved due to 

political and economic reforms  
- a strong feeling of community  
- state-organized cultural events  
- paying jobs for everyone  
- state-organized and free educational 

system  
- equality of men and women  

disadvantages 
- still, limited supply of some 

kind of foods/necessary items  
e.g. long waitlists for cars 
(Trabi)  

- no freedom of movement 
(travel restictions, the Wall) 

- political surveillance, 
monitoring  and oppression  
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- no artistic freedom  
 

Î for normal people, life in GDR was generally a life of finding open spaces, 
finding glitches in the system and improvisation 
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The European Union (EU)

Check: Vocabulary Eurone
Solve the crossword puzzle to check yow vocabulary skills. Review (wiederholen) the words you do not
lcnow. Have fun!
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